RUMANIAN COMMUNIST LEADERS OCCUPY VILLAS -- Rome, Bollettino Danubiano, 30 Jul 51

The chief Romanian Communists have taken over villas confiscated from former wealthy Romanians. Ana Pauker occupies the villa formerly owned by Somascu (fn1) on the shores of Lake Snagov in the vicinity of Bucharest. Other ministers and Soviet Ambassador Evaradse (fn2) live in the same area. The Soviet Ambassador resides in the villa taken from the former German minister, Baron Ellinger.

Second rank Communists spend weekends in Sinaia or Praidal in the Carpathians. For example, Stefan Volotas, former proofreader of Adevorul occupies a sumptuous villa at Sinaia. The family of Gheorghiu-Dej moved into the villa of the former industrialist Ion Gigurtu, in Praidal. Gheorghiu-Dej, together with his mistress, Simea Ennovic, moved to Snagov.

ANA PAUKER HAS PERSONAL POLICE NETWORK -- Rome, Bollettino Danubiano, 31 Mar 51

Ministers of the Romanian People's Republic and party leaders are said to have private networks of agents to report on the activities of party and government chiefs. For example, Ana Pauker has a private security service whose agents operate in all ministries and principle offices of Bucharest. The director of this service is Tity Pauker, a cousin of Ana.

Tity Pauker was formerly in charge of the central library of ARLUS (Soviet-Romanian Friendship Society), but has been placed in charge of the library of the Society for the Dissemination of Culture and Science. For years she was the mistress of Lucrescu Patrascanu, former Minister of Justice who was arrested and placed in the central hospital for mental diseases in Bucharest. Tity Pauker made every effort to postpone his trial. The People's Security has since learned that the former minister was planning to flee the country with the aid of Tity Pauker.
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